Alan Devoe
DOWN TO EARTH:

(0,0 QftUHers
HERE is an antique anecdote, recently revived in a speech by
T
Adlai Stevenson, about two militant
and dedicated feminists who got involved in some riotous suffragette
demonstration and were jailed for
disorderly conduct. As the darkness
and silence of night descended upon
the jailhouse, one of the ladies began to show signs of a weakening of
the spirit. "Come, come, now," her
colleague rallied her. "Just put your
trust in God. She will protect us."
This story amuses audiences, or it
did when it was new. But its amusement value depends, as we may
hardly ordinarily pause to reflect,
upon the fact that we of the twentieth century and the West belong
to a small local culture, in a particular time, which supposes with all the
dumb certainty of the instinctive
and axiomatic that God is male.
What foundations the universe, in
the Christian religion, is a Father.
But in uncountable places, and back
to times immemorial, it has been believed that the Power at the back of

beyond is best symbolized as a
Mother. It is not a God that presides over things, but a Goddess. The
Creative Principle, embodied and
imaged, is the Great Mother, the
world-bearer, the producing womb
of all. Self-sufficient, naturally, and
so self-fecundating, she stands either
above and beyond all maleness altogether, or at most is only — as it
were — fringed by gods, waited
upon and served by them as tutelaries. No one with even the most
casual nodding acquaintance with
mankind's multitudinous religions,
mythologies and sacred legends can
fail to have encountered again and
again the White Goddess so learnedly
explored by the scholarly poetic
mind of Robert Graves.
In parts of the East, a God entirely beyond sexuality, resolving
maleness and femaleness in a One, is
constructed out of the paired principles of the yang and the yin — the
male and the female — in a dynamic
balance which shifts now this way,
now that way, in a kind of measured
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erotic dance of creativity and stability-in-union. In other places, other
constructs. They go all the way from
pure Goddessism — Diana, Demeter, Aphrodite, Astarte, whatever
poetic shape thought may take — to
pure Godism, the Father-Creator,
the Father-Ruler, the Father of reward and punishment. But it has
-?been remarked by students of comparative religion that even in the
most intransigent Godism — even in
those times and places like our own,
when the father principle is the only
one we may fancy even crosses our
minds—the ancient, ancient Goddess has a way of slipping in. Queen
of Heaven, Star of the Sea, Lady of
the Rocks, Lady of the Snows . . .
however carefully priestly manuals
may seek to disclaim or delimit the
divinity of the so-described, it must
be an inexperienced curate indeed
who has not found how often, as a
matter of popular practice, the Goddess continues to have, as from the
beginning, her worshipers.
rr-io A NATURALIST it seems in no
JL way odd that there should be the
Goddess older than the gods, hugely
powerful upon human minds, indestructibly persistent. For to examine into the world of nature around
us, to become intimately acquainted
with the texture and pattern of animal life, is to see femaleness continually ranking over maleness, motherhood over fatherhood, the power of
the feminine over the power of the

masculine. It gets to look, in certain
moods and moments of contemplation, as though males exist only as a
sort of servant, and a periodic necessary fertilization, in a Creation unmistakably under feminine overrule,
as by (it might be) Diana the Huntress, with the crescent moon at her
shoulder and in her lean, controlling
hands the blood-tipped spear.
No naturalist has yet encountered, in his woods, fields or laboratory, an instance of a male animal's
begetting a young one without involving a female animal in the
creative process. This is so obvious
and evident as to sound nearly silly
in the stating. What is less obvious
and evident, but just as familiar a
fact to a naturalist, is that a great
many female animals can and do beget young ones without having had
to secure any male assistance. A
male creature produces seed. But
seed is all it is. It never becomes
anything else, in any circumstances,
except insofar as it is used as a contribution to what an ovum may do.
But the ovum, the treasure of the
female, can hatch and flower and
burgeon into new life without that
contribution. As a substitute, in the
deprived conditions of the laboratory, the ovum will cheerfully make
do (as it were) with just a dab of
saline solution. In the case of a good
many of the humbler animals, it will
respond j ust to an impersonal tickle
with the point of a dissecting knife.
In the case of a great many of the
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humblest and commonest animals,
reproduction goes on-for generation
after generation, even in the normal
wild state, without ahy male appearing on the scene. Among numbers of the lesser Crustacea, for instance, males are so superfluous that
no naturalist has ever seen a male
among the teeming throngs of these
virgin-born animals.

T

HE COMMON WATER FLEAS,

Dapll'

nia, that abound in ponds, hatch
forth in the spring from eggs that
have been dormant over the winter.
All the little fleas that leap forth
into the glory of the new year are
females. Presently they lay eggs —
unfertilized eggs — and from these
comes a new all-female generation.
The fleas give birth and multiply
prodigiously all summer, so prodigiously as nearly to clog a pond by
fall. All the births are virgin births.
All the fleas are females. It is only
late in the autumn that there appear, briefly, some male water fleas.
These fertilize the eggs which are to
lie dormant over the winter and are
to resume, in spring, the scarcely
male-touched life-cycles of the endless, endless hordes of self-reproducing virgins.
It is so with aphids. It is so, at
least optionally, with bees. (From
fertilized eggs a queen bee produces
other queens, meeting her rank, and
worker bees for work. But from unfertilized eggs, in a virgin birth, she
produces sporadically those most
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negligibly functional of bee-forms,
males. A queen bee lives years, and
out of her huge feminine fecundity
can produce three thousand eggs a
day.) Several of the rotifers, the
little "wheel animalcules" of common mud puddles and ditchwater,
appear to proceed forever, through
the infinities of their generations, u w
successions of virgin births never
requiring any interjection- at all of
malencss into the species-line.
While it is true that among higher
animals sexual congress precedes reproduction, it is evident to a naturalist, peering and poking in the primal
ooze, that there is no inherent
necessity, in life as life, for male
presence. Males play their role only,
as we may put it, by invitation. If
no males existed, or no invitation
were extended, the earth could continue to teem with self-reproducing
life, in a fecund dance of maidens. It
forcibly strikes a naturalist, too, that
at those rising life-levels where the
invitation does begin to be extended, it is frequently extended
only very briefly and only upon
terms of death penalty. The behavior of many spiders is generally
familiar: how the female invites the
male to perform his brief office and
then at once kills him. This is a sexual pattern by no means confined to
spiders. A scorpion, with arching
tail and coquetting prance, secures
the service she requires, then forthwith murders. Or take a common
praying mantis. Locked in embrace,
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the female is irresistibly stimulated
to hunger. When she has been
fertilized, she does not release the
grip of her spiny arms upon her
mate. Hugging him tightly, dribbling a dark brown spittle, she
presses herself upon him and bites
off his head.
To one not a naturalist, it may
seem that such instances from insect
life and lower forms are hardly significant. After all, it may be said,
what about the truly higher creatures, the birds, the mammals?
Here, surely, we find the Father
heading the family?
But we do not. The busy male
wren, darting around our dooryard
gathering twigs, may appear to be
doing the nest-building. Such is not
the case. All he is doing is building
"token" nests, little structures with
which he hopes to persuade the female. If he does persuade her to let
him briefly into her life, it is she who
builds the real nest. The most she
ever does with his eager little nest is
inspect it, appraising it with her
bright feminine bird eye even as she
appraises the tumult of courtship
song he offers. She never finds it
usable.

roles of domestic authority. Surely
it is Father who trains the youngsters — the boys among them, at
any rate — in their hunting skills,
their arts of competition and survival? But it is not. It is Mother.
Whether in the world of rabbits,
deer, skunks or squirrels, it is
mother who, once pregnant, drives
father out of the house for good and
forever, and who is in entire charge
of rearing the young, being huntress
and killer for them, giving them
what education they get to equip
them for their lives of wary, selfsufficient wildness. The males of the
majority of animals in any stretch of
field and forest live lives of homeless solitude, except on those occasions — once a year, twice a year,
whatever it may be — when they
are suffered to pay briefly, in their
biological fashion, their worship to
that Goddess who is older than all
worlds.

Once upon a time, in the heights
of the green mountains, lived Artemis of Arcadia. Her chariot, it was
said, was drawn by four stags with
golden antlers, and she held in one
hand the reins of things and in the
other the whip that flicks or flogs
them forward. Elsewhere, other
T MAY come naturally to us to times, she has had other names, ridthink that among the higher den other vehicles, held a spear or a
mammals, our most immediate rela- pack of leashed hounds or a curved
tives, Father must come into his knife. It must be an insensitive
own. It may seem reasonable to naturalist who, turning a leaf, peerthink of daddy rabbit, daddy deer, ing into a brook pool, climbing the
daddy squirrel, daddy skunk, in mountains, cannot perceive her still.

I
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PAST AND PRESENT
William Bradford Huie

A Man Named Wilson
This story by the MERCURY'S editor first appeared in these pages
more than ten years ago. Many things have changed since then —• and
then again, many thing have not.
OU NEVER HEARD of Roosevelt

Y
Wilson. I never saw him more
than twice. But Roosevelt Wilson
continues to disturb me. Whenever
I try to feel that I am an honest and
self-assured supporter of the American Dream, Roosevelt Wilson perches
on my shoulder, laughs sardonically,
and reminds me that I am just another lousy compromiser; that once
when I had my chance to strike a
blow in defense of the Great Dream,
I turned aside with the Pontius
Pilates and whimpered: "What the
hell can I do?"
To understand Roosevelt Wilson
you'll have to visualize the loneliest,
most insignificant human being in
the world. The cipher in a social system. He never knew who his mother
was. He just appeared as a nameless
black brat in a cotton patch. He
breathed. He grew. He chopped cot-

ton for bread. He stole. And somebody, somewhere, labeled him Roosevelt Wilson. Think of him as a black,
burr-headed creature who didn't feel
superior to a hound dog, and whose
death would not have brought a
waft of regret across any heart in
America.
When I first heard of Roosevelt
Wilson he was a dog being chased by
other dogs. He was a scurrying black
animal to be shot on sight and left
naked to rot in a ditch and be picked
by buzzards. He had raped a white
woman in a potato patch at Bug
Tussle, and bloodhounds and a posse
were chasing him. It is the old familiar fabric to every Southern reporter, so I methodically ground out
eight paragraphs on The Chase. And
when the black quarry had been
captured by a sheriff and "spirited
away for safekeeping," I ground out
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